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Naoto social link

Naoto Shirogen appears in Persona 4's Totally Golden Way in the game - and even getting to know it and its maximum social connection relationship can be challenging. You have to do it, however, to reap the benefits of Arkana Fortune that they represent. Naoto is also a romantic character, pursuing a lover's path
relationship with her. This guide details how to make her friend as well as everything else. For more help with the rest of the cast in P4G, check out our full personal 4 S-Link Golden Options Guide, which covers each character. Naoto Shirogen S-Link Guide - FortuneSocial Link Naoto Shirogan can be said to be the most
difficult in The Golden Persona 4, as by the time you get the chance to meet Naoto properly and start their social connection, there is very little time left to max out before late November cut for s-links - maxing out is difficult. Fortunately, this guide contains each s-link rank for Naoto and all conversation options for the
level quickly. On top of the time limit Naoto is a potential girlfriend in P4G - so if you want, you can romanticize her. Doing this is a little more complicated than most other characters, requiring you to hit a few specific triggers on the road. This guide covers it. Persona 4's social link system basically involves a hidden
counter experience for each s link. Eevery the time you hang out, you can get some experience - but answering in ways the character likes will earn you bonus points, speeding up the rank process. On this page, we list the perfect answers for each rank. The number next to each answer indicates the number of bonus
points they reward, so the higher is the best. The numbers include the bonus you get when you have a character from Arana Nauto - that's Fortune - with you when you see them. If you don't have a qualified personality, the gains will be a little less. Naoto Shirogan can be interviewed on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday. It's not available on rainy days to find Naoto, visit the Classroof 1F building on weekdays. On holidays and Sundays, it is in the Area of Samgawa Flood. Rank 1: While Naoto is part of your core crew, its social link does not start automatically. To get ranked 1, you need to wait until October 21st.
From that day on, you will be able to talk to Naoto for a task of some kind. Then go to the northern shopping area and talk to a man in black near Aya. Choose the first option, which requires knowledge of Level 5. Then go back to Naoto at school and talk to her again - this requires level 5 courage, and gets you rank
1.advertising. Keep scrolling for moreRank 1 &gt; 2: Options that affect your relationship this rank: I'd still chalk up a joke. I'm still worried about you. +3 .......... I don't know about those but my property is not of special value so remember that card...? +3 You should be careful. +3 Naoto you will learn the skill of activating
1 once your S-Link hits rank 2. Rank 2 &gt; 3: The Choices That Affect Your Relationship This Rank: Naoto Is Sealed message... A challenge to a duel? +3 That card work again...? +3 How misleading ... A sealed letter at a time like this... Rank 3 &gt; 4: The options that affect your relationship this rank: For some Naoto is
holding a card. I don't have time to waste on this... But... To ignore it just makes me angry! Let's catch it together. +3 Good luck. +3 Naoto learns the ability of the mind to charge for her personality after your social attachment hits level 4.Rank 4 &gt; 5: The choices that affect your relationship this rank: sigh ... What should
i do...? Eat red-faced messages... ? This is...? Gramba had this? Why keep it... ? Well, you got it back. +3 I, a... I think I'll leave this... And, if possible... Let's do it. +3 I think I will help. +2 You are on your own. [Social link order down] the ad. Keep scrolling for moreRank 5 &gt; 6: During this rank, there is a question that
contributes towards naoto's romantic path. If you don't choose this option, it's impossible to become your girlfriend's choices that affect your relationship at this level: why are you, though...? Because I seemed reliable. +3 because we looked close. +3 because I looked useless. +3 When banks close, the fruit tree grows.
By the big seven in the third is where you chose. Numbers are important. +3 ......... I'm glad you're a girl. [6  ﺑﻌﺪ ارﺗﺒﺎﻃﻚ اﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ ﻣﻊ ﻟﻬﺎ ﺗﺼﻞ إﻟﻰ رﺗﺒﺔ2  ﻧﺎوﺗﻮ ﺗﻠﺘﻘﻂ اﻟﻘﺪرة ﺗﻨﺸﻴﻂ3+ [[ ﺟﻨﺴﻚ ﻻ ﻳﻬﻢ ]اﻟﺼﺪاﻗﺔ ﻓﻘﻂ1 ﻋﻼﻗﺔ ﻋﻼﻗﺔ ﻋﻼﻗﺔ اﻟﻌﻠﻢ.Rank 6 &gt; 7:  رﺑﻤﺎ اﻟﺠﺰء 'ﻧﺎﻗﺺ' ﻣﻬﻢ:اﻟﺨﻴﺎرات اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺆﺛﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻋﻼﻗﺘﻚ ﻫﺬه اﻟﺮﺗﺒﺔ... Put up '40'
and '4'? +3 I feel that... I underwent a change of rank 7 &gt; 8: During this rank, there is again an option that contributes towards the romantic way to Naoto, immediately followed by a check if you want to pursue a romantic relationship or not. Options that affect your relationship this rank: We may be able to catch him in
the act. I feel kinda sad. +3 Look happy. +3 Don't put yourself in danger. +2 Man knife slab. Protect Naoto [Romantic Relationship Science 2] Run with Naoto. [The way of friendship] resisted [the way of friendship] did...!? [Relationship path, only if You choose all of the romantic flags] because I love you [romantic
relationship] because we are friends [friendship] Naoto learns the ability of the heat riser after their social association reaches the rank of 8.A. Keep scrolling for moreRank 8 &gt; 9: The choices that affect your relationship this rank: a place I'll be fond of...? After that, what I can't stand to do. There are several possibilities,
but... Throwing things away? +3 Rank 9 &gt; 10: This rank is divided into two branches: one if you are now a nato boyfriend, one if you are just platonic friends. Options that affect your relationship this rank:Romance: If Naoto is your girlfriend's choice I like it higher. For an extra costume for Naoto from the Christmas date
event. If she's your friend before 12/22 with all the cells. To that scan point, you can open an extra costume for Naoto in a special Christmas event. Friendship: If you don't date NaotoWhen Nato (Fortune) social link up to 10th place, you'll be given a detective badge. This main item opens the fusion of the character
Yamato Takro and Noren. Declaration. Continue scrolling for more if you're trying to uncover clues to capturing Naoto's heart in Persona 4 Golden, let this social link guide help you get you in the right direction. Most of the characters in Golden Persona 4 do not have a complex process to start social bonds. You can
simply go through the plot and get a few grades automatically while making sure to visit them on a regular basis during the school year. It is fairly easy to maximize the cast starting from Yusuke, Shi, and Yoko without a lot of overtime. However, there are some exceptions to this rule. Naoto Shirogan happens to be one of
those. A mysterious detective who is much better than her older peers, adding her late to the party during the Golden Story means you won't make progress in her social bond earlier during the campaign. I didn't meet Naoto until about 40 hours ago but then I didn't discover her social connection to 10 others, thank God,
and this is a guide to stop you from wasting precious time and eventually getting Naoto's character unlocked in time for the final battle. You just have to be diligent as you don't give much leeway. Via: Atlus as mentioned above, Naoto does not join the party for nearly two-thirds of the 4 rd Persona's golden runtime. She
will join you near the end of the puzzle, but she becomes a vital asset to the team as she is probably the best party member in the game. Due to her late arrival, she will not be able to start her social engagement until October 21st. Like Kanji, there are some preconditions for starting the process. You'll need to know Max
and the maximum courage statistics, so work on those before joining Naoto. After getting both (and arriving in late October), you'll find a man in black in the northern shopping area. Answer his question with the first option, then go find Naoto at school. You'll be on the first floor towards the student council room once you
do that, you'll simply need to spend some time with her practically every day to her maximum before the final battle. You will have until November 27 thon this social link - much like Kanji, so you won't want to mess around. Having a character from Arkana Fortune in your inventory will greatly help, as your social stats will
max. Read NEXT: Personality 4 Golden - Tohru Adachi Social Link Guide Get A Life-Stranded Costume for Sacboy If You're For Special Edition Related Topics About Author Peter Glagowski (1223 Published Articles) More than Peter Glagowski &lt&lt; Back to the Main Social Link Hub &gt&gt;* Values Highlighted in Red
Perfect Choices. * All values are with the same personality as Arkana in your possession. Available days: Monday on Wednesday sat Saturday Rainy Days O O O O Rank 2 Really Response 1? +0 I'm still worried about you. +0 This is not fun. +3 Reply 2 What happened? +0 Do not need to go home? +0 Thief in a
buttoned house? +0 reply 3 you should be careful. +3 Who wants your stuff? +0 Remember that card...? +3 Order 3 Reply 1 A Challenge for Duel? +3 Love Letter? +0 This trade card again...? +3 Reply 2 will not read it? +0 What if it's from a man? +0 What are you going to do with it? +0 rank 4 reply 1 other love letter?
+0 Is he a man this time? +0 This 'card' again? +3 Reply 2 That's right. +0 Why is it so uncomfortable? +0 Run of The Challenge? +0 reply 3 good luck. +3 Let's catch it together. +3 rank 5 response 1 soak it. +0 burn. +3 Eat it. +0 Response 2a Puzzle. +0 mailbox. +3 goat. +0 Reply 3 What was that? +0 good, I've got it
again. +3 reply 4 I think I will help. +3 Let's do it. +3 You are on your own. -1 rank 6 response 1 because I looked reliable. +3 because we looked 'close.' +3 because I looked useless. +3 reply 2 7 and 3 00, maybe...? +0 The wording is fishy. +0 numbers are important. +3 Reply 3 I'm glad you're a girl. (Romance) Your
sex doesn't matter +3 nothing you can do. +0 rank 7 response 1 maybe it's a match problem. +0 Check the other cards again? +0 subtract '40' and '4'? +3 Reply 2 will remain you. +0 People change. +0 Don't be afraid. +3 rank 8 reply 1 look happy. +3 Don't put yourself at risk. +3 I feel kinda sad. +3 Response 2 Protect
Naoto (Romance) Run with Naoto +0 Fight Again +0 Response 3 Because I Love You. (Romance) Because we are friends +0 rank 9 reply 1 in a bright place. +0 somewhere high. +3 in a quiet place. +0 Response 2 Cooking. +0 Exercise. +0 Throw things away? +3 Rank Max (Romance) Reply 1 Is that Interesting? +0
Why don't you sit down? +3 I can't relax... +0 reply 2 your preferences. +0 I like it higher. +0 Rank Max (FRIENDSHIP) Reply 1 was cinch. +0 was exciting. +0 You are about to surrender. +0 Response 2 Leave It to Me! +0 I want an upgrade. +0 You help me. +0 +0
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